If this naive empiricism sweeps all before it within the corridors of history departments, the prospect for interdisciplinary studies, as well as the potential for history and sociology to meet as & single disciplinary space focused upon the problem of "eventuation" (which denies the "orthodox" sociologist's stress on synchrony by erasing such a concept altogether), as argued for by Philip Abrams, will fade away. In such an event, likewise, a historian such as Robert Brenner would be left whistling in a wee corner of his department. The diversity in the institutionalized channels of academic expression will probably negate the latter prospect. The problem is to devise ways of talking meaningfully with each other.
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Response to Michael Roberts
Interested readers may wish to consult my review of Dr. Roberts's book while reflecting upon his remarks. Roberts concludes that "the problem is to devise ways of talking meaningfully with each other." I agree wholeheartedly and await, with friendly curiosity, his future initiatives in the endeavor.
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